METHODS. Slightly jittered pattern reversals were used to generate quasi SS (QSS) PERG SS responses from eight normal subjects, recorded using lower eyelid skin electrodes, at rates between 6.9 and 26.5 reversals per second (rps). Jittered quasi PERG SS were deconvolved using the frequency domain continuous loop averaging deconvolution method. Additionally, conventional PERG tr at 2.2 rps and PERG SS at each of the QSS stimulation rates were obtained from all subjects. Two synthetic PERG SS responses were constructed at each stimulation rate, one using the PERG tr obtained at that rate, and the other using the conventional 2.2 rps PERG tr . Synthetic responses then were compared to the recorded PERG SS using amplitude, latency, and spectral measurements.
T he pattern electroretinogram (PERG) is an electrical response recorded from the eye in response to the stimulation of the retina using temporally modulating contrasting patterns at constant mean luminance. The transient (tr) PERG waveform, generated at temporal rates less than 6 pattern reversals per second (rps), is comprised of 3 main components identified as negative and positive peaks (N35, P50, N95) occurring approximately at 35, 50, and 95 ms, respectively. 1,2 At higher rates (typically >10 rps) repetitive stimulation results in a periodic, roughly triangular response whose amplitude and phase characteristics stay constant over time. This response is referred to the steady-state (SS) pattern electroretinogram (PERG SS ). It generally is believed that the PERG SS arises from the superposition of overlapping tr PERG responses, and that the P50 component dominates the shape of the waveform. 2, 3 For years, efforts have been made to localize the origins of the tr PERG (PERG tr ) response in the retina and it currently is believed that the response is generated primarily by the retinal ganglion cells (RGC) of the retina. [4] [5] [6] [7] Additionally, it is believed further that the P50 component is due partially to postsynaptic potentials, while the N95 component is due to RGC spiking activity. 3, 8 As a result, PERG is used widely as a measure of RGC function and as a tool in diagnosing disorders of the inner retina and visual pathways. 1, 9 Due to its periodic nature, PERG SS responses are best studied in the frequency domain using Fourier analysis methods with magnitude/phase measurements. 10, 11 Temporal frequency characteristics of the PERG SS have been investigated using different pattern reversal rates from 7 to 38 rps, and have been found to interact with the spatial frequency and contrast functions. [12] [13] [14] The PERG SS is thought to be more sensitive to inner retinal disorders, especially at early stages of progression. 8, [15] [16] [17] This has been shown to hold in glaucoma and other disorders and PERG SS have been proposed for glaucoma screening and monitoring. 11, 15, [17] [18] [19] [20] These studies have shown that, compared to normal eyes tested at the same rates, eyes showing early stages of the disease exhibit PERG SS with phase delays and magnitude reductions. Fourier analysis of the PERG SS , done at these reversal rates, can only give a rough estimation of the averaged latencies and amplitudes of the N35, P50, and N95 tr components. Thus, any neuroanatomical clues of the disorder that can be obtained are obscured.
Given the clinical and research interest in the PERG SS, in conjunction with the specificity of the individual PERG components, it would be useful to be able to extract the individual tr waveform components from the PERG SS responses. Such extraction of the PERG tr from the PERG SS response has been accomplished by jittering the pattern reversal rate to produce quasi SS (QSS) PERG (qPERG SS ) recordings and processing them with a recently developed deconvolution algorithm. 21 The Continuous Loop Averaging Deconvolution (CLAD) method, originally developed to extract auditory evoked potentials from SS responses at high rates, 22, 23 exploits jittering to overcome the mathematical impossibility of deconvolving SS responses obtained with isochronic stimuli. By using jittered stimulus sequences, average responses to individual stimuli are extracted using mathematically constructed matrix equations in the time domain 22 or simpler equations for faster on-line operations in the frequency domain. [23] [24] [25] Using CLAD methodology, extraction of the PERG tr from PERG SS has been demonstrated up to approximately 80 reversals per second using low jitter sequences. 21 This study aims to investigate the relationship between the PERGs generated under tr and SS conditions by conducting a more detailed analysis of the superposition theory of PERG SS generation. Our previous study, 21 developed the methodology to extract tr, ''per-stimulus'' responses independent of reversal rate. The current study will investigate how these rate-specific tr responses impact the superposition model at clinically relevant rates. Thus, the specific goals of this study are to develop a more effective and quantitative convolution model to simulate PERG SS generation using tr PERGs, investigate how CLAD-derived high rate transients affect simulated PERG SS and how these simulated PERG SS compare to conventionally recorded PERG SS , and to analyze the relationships between tr (N35, P50, N95) and SS (N SS and P SS ) PERG components.
METHODS Subjects
Data for this study was obtained from the right eye of eight young subjects (ages 20-31 years: 4 females, 4 males) with no history of visual or neurological impairment. Subjects were asked to sit comfortably for the duration of the test, placing their chins on a holder and keeping their eyes fixated on a red mark at the center of the pattern display. They were instructed to relax, but blink naturally and fix their gaze on a red spot on the rectangular field stimulus presented by a specially built visual display unit (VDU). 26 Research adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All subjects signed informed consent forms in accordance with the Institutional Review Board of the University of Miami.
PERG Recording. Skin electrode technique of PERG acquisition 11, 27, 28 was used in all the recordings. The PERGs were acquired monocularly (with the nontest eye occluded) using the SmartEP system (IHS, Miami, FL, USA) adapted for high rate recordings as described in our previous studies. 21, 26 Gold cup (9 mm) electrodes filled with conductive cream were placed under the lower eyelids (þ, test eye; À, occluded eye) and the forehead (ground) as described in detail by Porciatti and Ventura. 11 Signals were band-pass filtered (1-300 Hz, 6 dB/ oct), amplified (gain, 100K), and digitized with a sampling interval of 450 ls. Each PERG recording was acquired by synchronous averaging of 128 continuous epochs using the pattern reversal onsets as triggers. For PERG tr and PERG SS , the epochs consisted of 1024 points with 460.8 ms duration. For qPERG SS , epochs of slightly different sweep lengths were used to ensure that isochronic and jittered sequences had fairly similar characteristics, and deconvolution did not introduce any additional noise as explained below. Artifact rejection (>25 lV) was used to exclude blink and other artifacts. Subjects were asked to fixate on the red circle located in the middle of the display screen and minimize blinking or moving their eyes.
Stimulus and Signal Acquisition. Since accurate timing is crucial for precise extraction of tr responses, a new fast light emitting diode (LED) based visual display unit (VDU) as described in our previous studies 21, 26 was used in all the experiments. Most current displays use cathode ray tube (CRT) or liquid crystal display (LCD) based VDUs as visual stimulator. These conventional stimulators typically exhibit refresh rates between 60 and 75 Hz, which limit their temporal resolution drastically. Even special ''high refresh rate'' CRT monitors operate at approximately 200 Hz and cannot provide high temporal resolution with sufficiently fast onset-offset response times for the deconvolution operations needed for this study. The VDU used in this study used simultaneously switched new LEDs with fast response times (less than 0.1 ms) as described previously and made acquisition of high rate PERGs up to 100 rps possible. 21, 26 Similar fast response VDUs also were used in our animal experiments, which made simultaneous but independent recording of mouse PERGs from both eyes possible ( 2 Temporal stimulation patterns were determined by previously generated trigger sequences stored in the acquisition system, which were delivered to the display driver controlling the VDU. With each trigger in the sequence, the horizontal bars reversed between black and white.
Generally, PERGs are acquired with equal intervals between pattern reversals (isochoric stimulation). In this study, intervals are slightly altered (jittered stimulation) to allow for computation of the per stimulus response as explained in the previous study. 21 For this study, three types of PERGs were acquired. First, qPERG SS were recorded using five temporally jittered stimulation sequences with different mean reversal rates ranging from approximately 6 to 25 rps. Second, isochronic ''true PERG SS '' responses were obtained at the same mean rates recorded above. Third, conventional PERG tr responses were obtained at 2.2 rps. The sequence of recordings was randomized within and across subjects. Typical tr (2.2 rps) and SS (17.4 rps) PERG recordings obtained from one subject are shown in Figure 1A .
The characteristics of the five QSS stimulation sequences (mean rates, 6.9, 10.9, 15.4, 17.4, 26.5 rps) designed for this study are listed in Table 1 . As mentioned before, all sequences had slightly different sweep lengths. Since each sequence point was sampled every 450 ls, the epoch durations of every rate was slightly different from the 460.8 ms sweep duration of the 1024 points tr and ss recordings. The five sequences generating the above rates were comprised of 3, 5, 7, 8, and 12 pulses for each sweep, respectively. Each pulse marked the start of a pattern reversal. These ss, and specially designed QSS sequences were generated continuously by the stimulation software, triggering the display driver microcontroller, and toggling the odd and even bars of the VDU as described in our previous study. 21 For example, during the odd cycle of the 6.9 rps QSS sequence, the horizontal bars would toggle three times within the 432 ms sweep duration. First, at the sweep onset (0 ms) and at 198 ms and 306 ms later as shown in Figure  2 . In the next even cycle, this process would proceed in the same way resulting in an equal number of toggles between black and white bars generated for every pair of sweeps.
The QSS sequences for this study were designed with two primary goals: low jitter and good noise attenuation. Low jitter was attained by keeping the QSS sequence as similar as possible to their equivalent isochronic SS sequence at a given rate. Low jitter quality was quantified by two measures: jitter factor and jitter ratio. Jitter factor was defined as the ratio of maximum inter stimulus interval (ISI) to the minimum ISI in a given rate. As defined here, the jitter factor of any isochronic sequence is equal to 1. Jittered sequences with jitter factors close to 1 exhibit low jitter and are highly desirable. Jitter ratio was measured as the ratio of standard deviation of all ISIs divided by the mean ISI. This parameter, measured the distribution of the ISIs with respect to mean and similar values across rates, show similarity of jitter. To generate the synthetic PERG SS , tr waveform a(t) is shifted in a cyclic mode eight times according to the trigger signal s(t), and the resulting waveforms are averaged to produce v(t), the synthetic waveform synPERG SS . System noise is represented by n(t). The noise attenuation property of the QSS sequence was measured by the coefficient of deconvolution (c dec ) or by its more descriptive name, the noise amplification factor (NAF), as explained in our previous publications. 21,23-25, As measured in the frequency domain, NAF measures noise amplification (NAF > 1) or attenuation (NAF < 1) in the deconvolution transfer function. Thus, values below 1 are desirable at all frequencies in the measurement frequency band. To have good NAF values at all frequencies, epoch durations of the QSS sequences were slightly changed from the standard SS value (460.8 ms; 1024 points) as shown in Table 1 . In general, there is a tradeoff between the noise shaping characteristics of the sequence and the amount of jitter between stimuli onsets. [23] [24] [25] Typically, it is desirable to design sequences with minimal jitter to minimize any possible nonlinear adaptation due to widely varying ISI. Jitter quality measures and overall NAF values for all five rates are listed in Table 1 . As seen all of these quality measures were fairly similar for all five rates showing the similarity of the deconvolution process in each case.
The time plots of the reversal triggers for the SS sequences and QSS sequences are shown in the left column of Figure 2 .
The histogram for each rate shows the dispersion of the instantaneous reversal rates for each ISI with the mean rate indicated by the vertical line. The filter characteristics of the sequences are characterized by the frequency domain deconvolution transfer function on the right column. As described previously, 23 the deconvolution transfer function plots the NAF in each frequency bin with overall NAF computed as the root mean square summation of all the gain factors. As observed all sequences have low noise amplifying characteristics (NAF < 1) in all of the operating frequencies except in the first and second bins (corresponding to the dc and 2.17 Hz) at the low frequency end and a few isolated locations where they are equal or slightly over 1.0. These slight amplifications, however, do not pose a problem, since signals at such frequencies were further reduced by effective coherent averaging and filtered out during deconvolution with a digital band-pass filter (4.34-317.0 Hz).
Processing for Deconvolution Response. In this study qPERG SS responses recorded at five mean rates are deconvolved to acquire their constituting tr PERG responses as described in our previous study. 21 In addition five sets of SS responses at the same mean rates were recorded using the conventional isochronic stimulation for comparison purposes. The process is displayed in Figure 3 showing ''true'' SS responses (row A, PERG SS ) and ''quasi'' QSS responses (row B, qPERG SS ). Using the frequency domain CLAD process, 23 the qPERG SS responses were unwrapped to acquire the tr response (qPERG tr ) corresponding to the unit response a(t) at that rate as shown at the bottom right. Response Synthesis and Modeling. Synthetic PERG SS responses (synPERG SS ) for each rate were generated using the deconvolved tr responses extracted for that rate. This was accomplished by using the superposition model of PERG SS generation as depicted in Figure 1B . The superposition model was similar to the convolution model used in explaining the generation of the 40 Hz auditory SS response responses. 25 The synthetic responses can be computed in the time domain by the averaging the cyclic summation of the shifted tr responses (convolution process). In this study, synthetic responses were computed by the equivalent frequency domain multiplication of the tr frequency response with the frequency transfer function of the stimulation sequence, and then transforming back into the time domain. The synthetic responses then were compared to the true SS response to test the validity of the superposition theory. Alternate synthetic SS responses also were generated at each rate using the conventional 2.2 rps tr PERGs to investigate the rate adaptation effect.
RESULTS
In Figure 
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conventional PERG tr with latencies shift further as well. These changes are attributed to a rate based adaptation effect. As discussed previously, the generation of the SS PERGs can be explained by the superposition model shown in Figure 1B . Such a model predicts the SS response by cyclic summation of tr responses at that rate. In the absence of a tr response generated at SS rates, however, such models used conventional low rate tr responses. In this study both types of synthetic responses are generated and compared to study the validity of each model. The results are displayed in Figure 5 for the 17.4 rps reversal rate. Stimulation sequences to SS (at 17.4 rps), tr (at 2.2 rps), and QSS (at mean 17.4 rps) are shown in the staggered top traces. The PERG grand averaged responses obtained with such sequences are shown in the second row (Figs. 5A-C) . The grand averaged tr response derived by CLAD (qPERG tr ) is displayed in Figure 5D . As observed, this response in Figure 5D is smaller than the 2.2 rps generated response (Fig. 5B) . Synthetic responses generated with both transients are shown in Figures 5E (2.2 rps) and 5F (17.4 rps). As expected, synthetic response shown in Figure 5E is bigger and earlier than the acquired SS response (Fig. 5A) while the synthetic response (Fig. 5F ) generated by the 17.4 rps tr is very similar to response (Fig. 5A) .
As described earlier, P50 peak shows slight latency increase and amplitude decrease, while N95 shows latency and amplitude decrease as rate increases from 2.2 to 17.4 rps. 21 Both of these changes can be attributed to adaptation effects due to rate and possibly results from different generators of the P50 and N95 peaks. Consequently, the 17.4 rps synthetic response obtained using 2.2 rps (Fig. 5E ) will be referred as synthesized response without adaptation, while the synthetic response derived from 17.4 rps (Fig. 5F ) as synthesized response with adaptation at the recording rate.
In Figure 6 , recorded ''true'' SS and synthetic SS (synSS) averaged population responses are shown. Responses are presented in their original unfiltered forms (left column) and after filtering using the first five harmonics (right column) for all five rates. For each rate, the PERG SS is displayed as the middle trace (red, unbroken trace). Synthetic responses using deconvolved qPERG tr (synPERG SS ) are displayed above the true PERG SS (black, dashed trace) while synthetic responses using conventional 2.2 rps transients (synPERG SS(2rps) ) are displayed below the true PERG SS (blue, dotted trace). The synthetic response computed using the tr response at 2.2 rps, differs from the other two substantially at high reversal rates (15.4, 17.4, and 26.5 rps). Correlation coefficients between true PERG SS and both versions of synPERG SS are displayed in Table  2 . While both synthetic responses exhibit high correlation to true PERG SS responses at low rates (correlation of 0.99), as reversal rate is increased, the synthetic constructed with extracted qPERG tr accounting for adaptation effects (syn-PERG SS ) maintains a high correlation with the true PERG SS (>0.96 for all rates), while the synthetic response constructed from conventional 2.2 rps transiet PERG (synPERG SS[2rps] ), becomes progressively less able to predict the true PERG SS (correlation of 0.65 at 26.5 rps).
Responses were analyzed in the frequency domain by examining the frequency components of the PERG SS and synPERG SS at the reversal rate. These components were visualized in polar diagrams using phasors at the reversal rate. Magnitude and phase for each phasor were calculated from the real and imaginary parts of the complex values obtained from the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Phase was represented in 3608 counterclockwise. The magnitudes and phases for all five rates and three conditions are shown in Figure 7 . The individual subjects are shown as data points while averaged data are presented as phasors in vector form. As observed at lower rates, when there is little temporal adaptation (6.9 and 10.9 rps) both averaged synthetic phasors are similar in magnitude and orientation to the true PERG SS response. As reversal rates increase beyond 15.4 rps, Synthetic PERG SS obtained without adaptation (using 2.2 rps base response) begin to deviate in orientation (phase) while the synthetic PERG SS constructed with the extracted tr (synPERG SS ) remains consistent with true PERG SS . Additionally, as reversal rate is increased, there is a reduction in magnitude of the true PERG SS response. A similar magnitude reduction is observed in the synPERG SS , but is not present in the synthetic waveform generated using the 2.2 rps conventional tr response (synPERG SS [2.2rps] ).
In Figure 8 temporal characteristics (peak latencies and amplitudes) of the SS (PERG SS ) and the extracted tr (qPERG tr ) responses are plotted for all reversal rates. As described before, the PERG SS (right column) is identified by two positive and negative peaks (N SS and P SS ), while PERG tr (left column) is characterized by the three conventional peaks (N35, P50, and N95). As observed in the top row of Figure 8 , latencies of the negative (N 35 and N SS ) and positive (P 50 and P SS ) peaks of both recordings show similar values at all rates. They all increase slightly as reversal rate increases. The tr PERG peak N95 latency, however, follows a different trend and decreases as rate increases, as also observed in Figure 4 .
Amplitudes of the tr peaks (Fig. 8 , bottom right) all show a diminishing trend with the possible exception of N35 (Base-N35) which increases slightly with the reversal rate. The P50-N95 amplitude decreases the most from approximately 6 lV at 2.2 rps to approximately 2 lV at 26.5 rps. Similar decreasing trends are observed for P50 (P50-Base, P50-N35) as well. For the SS amplitudes (Fig. 8, bottom left) , the decreasing trend is observed only for the positive peak (Base-P SS ) measurement which reflects P50 tr peak. All other measurements (P SS -N SS and Base-N SS ) show an increase for the mid reversal rates (10.9, 15.4, and 17.4 rps) followed by a rapid drop at 26.5 rps. For these mid reversal rates, SS peak-to-peak amplitude (P SS -N SS ) is bigger than the corresponding tr P50-N95 and N35-P50 amplitudes.
DISCUSSION
Although the SS PERG SS response is widely thought to be generated by the overlap of the tr PERGs generated at high reversal rates, until now its generation mechanism has been mostly described qualitatively due to the unavailability of tr waveforms at such rates. Recently, the extraction of the tr responses constituting the SS evoked responses has been possible through the use of deconvolution methodology in auditory evoked responses [23] [24] [25] and PERGs. 21 In this study we investigated the formation of SS PERGs by computing tr qPERG tr responses derived by deconvolution at several rates.
Since the deconvolution algorithm used in this study required very accurate and simultaneous reversal of patterns, a specially designed VDU using fast acting (less than 0.1 ms), simultaneous switching LEDs 26 was built and used in all the experiments. Horizontal bar gratings were toggled at slightly jittered, but precise temporal rates which allowed the unwrapping of the QSS responses to obtain the tr waveform at the mean rate. The goal of the project was to investigate the generation of the PERG SS at rates below approximately 26.5 rps.
In this study, tr, SS, and QSS PERGs were recorded at six rates between 2.2 and 26.5 rps using lower eyelid electrodes. The inspection of the grand averaged and individual responses shown in Figure 5 demonstrates that PERG recordings obtained with noninvasive skin electrodes and the fast reversing VDU are consistent and reliable. The use of skin electrodes were well tolerated by subjects and probably contributed to the high consistency of the recordings. These procedures allowed the necessary long duration experiments to investigate the relationships between tr and SS responses to be conducted.
The tr and the SS responses recorded in this study occur earlier and exhibit larger amplitudes than the standard PERGs obtained using skin electrodes with traditional CRT VDUs.
2,11
The P50 mean latency of the tr 2.2 rps PERG of the present study is approximately 40 ms (41.4 6 1.4 ms), approximately 10 ms earlier than the conventional PERG study. The earlier occurrence of the P50 can be attributed to the sharp and simultaneous onset (approximately 1 ms) of the pattern reversal in the fast LED VDU used in this study. As also stated in the ISCEV PERG standards, 2 conventional CRT or LCD displays commonly used in research or clinical environments have long refresh rates, raster scan, and response times. Thus, depending on the display, the pattern reversal is completed in a slow sweeping manner that may take tens of milliseconds. The onset of such displays is historically taken as the beginning of the refresh time at the top of the screen. The ISCEV standards recommend at least 5 ms to be added to this ''zero'' time when fast non-CRT displays are used. When 17.4 rps results of the present study are compared to the study using the similar PERGLA paradigm in a CRT based VDU, 11 a phase difference of 0.38 rad corresponding to approximately 10 ms is observed. The additional 5 ms difference could be attributed to the fast LEDs and simultaneous reversal of patterns used in the present study.
The P50 amplitude measured as P50-N35 in the present study is above 4 lV (4.33 6 1.8 lV) much larger than previous CRT based displays. 11 This could be attributed to the differences in the temporal characteristics of pattern generation between conventional displays and the present LED display. Simultaneous switching in the current display eliminates uncertainty of pattern onsets generally present in CRT and LCD displays. Poorer contrast characteristics of the CRT displays compared to the LED display may play a big role as well. The role of the temporal dynamics on PERG characteristics for various VDU technologies should be further investigated in future studies.
As seen in Figure 4 , the first positive peak (P SS ) of the SS response corresponds closely to the P50 peak of the tr response. They both increase slightly as reversal rate increases. The same trend is observed for the first negative peaks (N SS and N35) as well. Both of these latencies are plotted on top row in Figure 8 . The tr N95 latency, however, does not follow this trend. This peak decreases as reversal rate increases and no corresponding latency is observed in the SS response. The above observations are similar to our previous recordings as well. 21 The second negative peak of the SS response is poorly defined across rates since it is formed by the N95 of the first and N35 of the following reversals. As such no latencies corresponding to N95 are marked or displayed in Figure 8 .
Comparison of the acquired and synthesized SS responses (Figs. 5A, 5E, 5F, bottom row) show that largest response is the synthetic response obtained without adaptation (Fig. 5E ). This is expected since it uses a bigger tr response. This response, however, is bigger than the recorded response (Fig. 5E ) which is very similar to the one synthesized using the CLAD derived response at 17.4 rps (Fig. 5F ), the same rate PERG SS were acquired.
Derived tr PERG responses obtained from high rate studies can help to resolve many problems involving interaction of temporal and spatial frequencies in contrast transfer functions. 12, 14 Since the periodic PERG SS waveforms result from the constructive and destructive summation of the basic PERG tr components, measurements obtained from spectral analysis (magnitude and phase) can be supplemented using amplitude and latency measurements obtained from derived transients in the time domain. As shown earlier higher temporal frequency measurements (>10 rps) improves the sensitivity of the PERG tests to detect glaucoma. 16 As shown in our previous study using similar methodology, reversal rates higher than 25 rps further diminished the amplitude of the SS PERG responses down to almost noise levels at approximately 40 rps. 21 As shown in this study, at midlevel reversal rates (15-20 rps) PERG SS amplitudes are maximal which can be explained by the superposition of the overlapping tr generating waveforms. The waveform of the resulting periodic SS responses is determined exclusively by the shape of the tr response generated at the stimulation rate, which depends on the adaptation effects on individual components. As shown in our previous study, 21 extracted PERG transients follow conventional triphasic (N35-P50-N95) waveform morphology up to approximately 40 rps. Adaptation affects N95 component the most, reducing its amplitude drastically and shortening its latency. Latencies of the P50 and N35 components on the other hand change their latencies only slightly while their amplitudes slightly decrease and increase, respectively. The resulting waveform is a triangular shaped waveform with an early negative peak N SS influenced by N35 and N95 and a positive peak P SS greatly dependent on P50. At mid reversal rates (15-20 rps) , the N35 component of the most recent stimulation onset and N95 of the preceding stimulation onset overlap and enhance each other resulting in a slight increase in amplitude. This enhancement effect has long been recognized and the rate approximately 16 rps have been standardized for SS PERG clinical applications. 2, 11, 16, 30 The tr PERG P50 and N95 measurements show abnormalities in retinal and optic nerve diseases. 9 As shown in many studies these abnormalities are further enhanced at high rates. The SS PERG recordings at rates approximately 16 rps are found to be highly sensitive in detecting early glaucoma damage. 15, 16, 19 This may be due to the increased frequency of stimulus presentation, which results in a higher level of neural activity and, thus, increased metabolic stress. 31, 32 Conventional tr PERG tr recordings show that P50 and N95 amplitudes are similarly affected in glaucoma patients, but the amplitude of the PERG SS is much more affected. 16 The overlap generation mechanism developed in this study explains this observation quite easily since P50 and N95 amplitudes contribute to the overall SS amplitude, and each tr peak reduction would result in even greater reduction in the overall SS amplitude. Thus, tr PERGs extracted from SS PERGs could even be more effective in early or differential diagnosis of retinal diseases including glaucomatous eyes, since individual latency and amplitudes of all N35, P50, and N95 would be available for analysis at high SS rate. Conventional SS PERG SS normally provides magnitude and phase measurements at approximately 16 rps. Quasi SS PERG SS method would supplement these results with individual N35, P50, and N95 amplitude/latency measurements which are better interpreted anatomically and physiologically.
